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The mouth is a profound orifice for physical impulses, lubricious, lugubrious, excessive and necessary. 
Beyond the animalistic the mouth also has an indivisible relationship with thought and philosophy  
(if nothing more, the latin Ruminare supports this). The thought is chewed, and to be chewed the 
thought must have a materiality to it.

With all the plans we make but never realise, it is some small comfort when we lose a friend and a 
loved one, to think that even the drunken, 3am shared epiphanies manifest themselves somehow 
and somewhere. Words and thoughts are objects in themselves, so even if an idea is never followed 
through, never completed, it still exists in material reality. The question is, just as Andrew Osbourne 
asks of Capital within the following essay Marx: Eine Bloße Gallerte, “How does this empty presence 
come to acquire a substantial character?”

…

Within the following journal we adhere to the meta-rules of the Multi-Verse, as posited by Simon 
O’Sullivan. Within these pages is a sanctuary, a sur-reality within which every crossroads is not a 
decision but a multiplication of direction, of possibility; a sur-reality in which everything ever thought, 
ever planned can come to fruition; the following journal is my grief-fruit.

In Memory of
Daniel Frank Cox

6 June 1982 – 4 February 2011

Introduction (Bouche à Feu)
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1. The Transcendental

There is a transcendental that determines the 
logic of appearance of Worlds within the Multi-
verse, but it is one that is re-written with every 
World that is born therein. 

2. The Not-One

There is no One-verse (this being the negative 
expression of our creed).

3. The Many

There is only Multi-verse.

4. Barren Worlds

If a World is born with no possibility of decision 
(i.e. another World ‘behind’ this one), then this 
will be called a ‘Barren’ World, or simply ‘a la-
ment’.

5. Pregnant Worlds

If a World is born in which every moment calls for 
a decision, and, concomitantly, another World, 
then this is a fecund World, and it shall be called 
‘Pregnant’, or, alternatively, ‘the blade’s edge’.

6. Inform

Once, when the Multi-verse was young and still 
chaos, there arose a figure undetermined by any 
transcendental. She was known as inform and her 
presence haunts the Multi-verse.

7. Fictioning

Each World deserves its own narrative, and 
make no mistake it shall have one whether it be 
bastard or true.

8. Science

The science of the Multi-verse cannot be under-
stood as science. This paradox arises from the 
fundamental lack of consistency of the Multi-
verse. (The only exception being a ‘science of the 
subject’ (see 9. Below).)

9. The Doppelganger

If such a thing as a Subject comes into existence 
(that is, awakes within a World), then it will dou-
ble the World with its own articulation of the 
above.

10. War

There is no peace within the Multi-verse. This is 
an analytic statement that follows directly from 
the previous Nine Laws. 

Coda: In a time as yet undetermined there will be 
written a further Ten Laws that will effectively 
— point by point — revoke all of the above. This 
will be called ‘The Great Reversal’. This is not a 
law of the Multi-verse but concerns that which 
determines it.

The Ten Laws of the Multi-Verse
Simon O’Sullivan
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Chewy Cosmos and Thingly Time: 
A Teleological Disruption (GRIEF-FRUIT)
Richard Hore

§ Chorus

I write this caught between spitting and swallowing the unfinished ideas of a queer little god. My jaw 
aches with the mastication of this loss, but that this loss can be chewed means that this loss cannot 
be ultimate. YOU CANNOT CHEW NOTHING (everything is Chewable). His death has made me 
salivate. Unanchored data brings tears to my eyes yet with fragments we can make flowers.

I hope someone has found the scattered notebook that was put to the winds on Dalston Junction, 
February 2nd, 2011. Muddied, bloodied and torn, I hope some wandering soul has found and eaten up 
the words, which with a fast, loose scrawling hand were penned in infectious joy. I hope that those with 
no appetite let them loose again as I have not eaten for some months now. 

Conversations had feel scratched across my skin by the Harrow, exquisite with languid, sticky 
possibilities but ultimately unreadable (cf. inedible) obfuscated by their author’s untimely departure to 
the worst of colonies. Just a glass of lemonade left through the melancholy ether. 

I sit beneath a table like a drooling dog, waiting for morsels of meat/bread/petit-pois. I would do near 
anything for something substantial again — a three-course meal not stopped short at the aperitif. The 
waiter with all his damnable etiquette has entered and driven me again from my place. My stomach 
growls and subsequently the moon shifts somewhat out of orbit. I would need the sun to quench my 
thirst now and, to satiate my hunger, suck on orgies of frozen light that hang like apples in the sky. To 
feast on a dining table laid with the blinking stars of an edible universe, our plates piled high with the 
most glorious tasting concepts, to eat through the night and back again — if I regurgitate my food do I 
get my time spent eating back again? I would vomit the last 4 years and like the dog I am, return.

§ Knowledge and the Unnecessary Nature of Transcendental Meditation within the Chewy Cosmos 
and Thingly Time

The object, in phenomenological space, is created from the inside out; neural space constitutes it from 
the outside in, but the two collide and the object is lost to itself; we have only our mind to know our 
mind. NO. We will eat our minds, they will taste both wonderful and foul, on the tip of my tongue… 
tip of my tongue...tip of my tongue… these words feel sour then, when chewed a little more, burst 
into myriad taste and texture. Only when we chew the Object can we know it entirely — even the 
elements strive to take a mouthful “Nibble, nibble, gnaw, who is nibbling at my little house? … The 
wind, the wind, the heaven-born wind.”
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Speculates-consult

Ties-point-screams…

Knowledge must become discordant as it echoes off the walls of the Chewy Cosmos; we must run 
from tome to tome of profane script before the Monstrous Priests burn it all.

i. I used to sit in the woods, cross-legged, my right foot pressing against the underside of my left thigh, 
toes poking into my knee-joint, rubbing up against the sinewy ligaments.

ii. I used to sit in the woods, cross-legged, my left foot pressing against the underside of my right thigh, 
toes poking into my knee-joint, rubbing up against the sinewy ligaments.

iii. I used to sit in the woods, cross-legged in autumn and stare at the leaves hanging desperately to 
grey-brown twigs that, like skeletal fingers, twisted from the branches.

iv. As I sat, cross-legged, in the autumn, staring, I would make each leaf fall at the exact point of my exhalation.

v. As I sat, cross-legged, in the autumn, staring, every leaf that fell forced me to exhale.

There is no point of departure, no point of arrival in the Chewy-Cosmos; no singular god-head as an 
object of meditation, just a sublime, continuous regurgitation, forms melt into other forms: just as 
knowledge is in the Abbey of Crime, no progress has or will ever be made. Eco’s library filled with 
sacrilege; Thingly Time breathing the formula of no-creation/no-revelation, just the boy-monk and girl-
beast writhing, sweaty from the collapse of moments, the infinite-present. We are as inseparable from 
A as we are from Ω (both occurring simultaneously within the Chewy Cosmos). Alpha has a particularly 
sticky quality to it, a reddish hue that when washed with Omega on a temperature higher than that 
suggested by modern hieroglyphs leaves the resulting Borromean knot as a somewhat pink substance, 
fluffier than Alpha as it has attracted a great deal of lint and remnants of un-emptied pockets, but 
retaining a degree of Alpha’s elasticity. 

Within the Chewy Cosmos, Thingly Time exacerbates sensuality as everything occurs at once; 
pleasure/pain flood the nerves, my eyes are inverted and my stomach sits as a sphere rotating upon a 
pin-point totem pole, rising higher until it unfolds itself like a flower bud and cascades back upon me 
cradling my body with its Anther and lifting me up, pulling me into its Ovary where I gestate, grow 
again and again repeat the process.

…The feeling hits me like a wave of disorientation, a vast static embrace…
[CUT TO THE 4TH FEBRUARY 2011]

[I WOULD RATHER ANOTHER DAY BEFORE… MAKE IT THE 3RD MAKE IT THE 2ND, MAKE IT 
THE 1ST, MAKE IT GO BACK, THEN SWEEP FORWARD, WASH UP THE SHORE, WASH BACK TO 
THE OCEAN AND REPEAT]

The crows like to maintain that a single crow is enough to destroy heaven. This is incontestably true, but 
it says nothing about heaven, because heaven is just another way of saying: the impossibility of crows.

Philosophy, chewing and the Universe itself are inescapably co-dependant — Georges B. was wrong: 
PRIMUM RUMINARE. / Secundum Vivere (if at all).

No progress in the history of knowledge merely a continuous and Sublime regurgitation… do I hear 
an Eco in this empty room? — heavy eyes lingering on his books… every morning… every morning, 
porphyroblastic pages, irregular crystals of pages that I could never get my teeth into — I need you 
here to digest them for me first, soften their shells. My friend, I think you had a second stomach within 
that ravenous head of yours.

Let us return to what was,

and ever should be…

the office of this abbey:

The preservation of
knowledge.

And this is exactly the problem. How can we preserve or archive something that, for all its potential, 
all its latent wondrous, ridiculous possibility, was never given the Time to manifest itself? The Archive 
demands some form of Historicity, but how do we start to make linear that which was folded unto 
itself? Like staring at a blank piece of paper on which you have the aim of writing a palindrome, mirrors 
held to the page facing each other, cocooning the intention and reflecting it infinitely back into itself. 
Ideas born but immediately interrupted, broken like the concubine’s feet, broken like the empty Space that 
now weighs down the vacant chair opposite, broken but open, forever expanding into themselves. [Even 
Nothing has a texture that sticks to the roof of my mouth and makes my belly rumble in anticipation.]

When vacancy meets possibility Thingly Time opens up: Thingly Time being > (c x Á) + a / W (where c 
= Possibility, Á = Chewiness, a = Friendship and W = a lorry turning on Dalston Junction). Thingly Time 
is the temporal counterpart to the non-orientable spatiality of the Mobius Strip — where there is 
neither inside nor outside with the Mobius Strip (but both, and subsequently something more), there is 
no past, present or future in Thingly Time (but instead a compound of all three, which we cannot know 
but only intuit). Within the Chewy Cosmos and Thingly Time objects cannot be known completely 
nor assimilated into an archive completely — they stretch, they expand, they break their confines 
and break the levees — they defy the constraints of actuality but are likewise impervious to being 
subsumed by impossibility; as D&G affirm:

 “[B]etween sensible and intelligible, between word and thing, is not the colourless abyss of the  
 Nothing but the luminous spiral of the possible.”

The thing-assimilation: thingassimilation, thingfrostbitten, con-siderate, in tabula rasa: is the general 
active idea, dis-regard, the “gender” a thick flock, coarse blend more or less heard of or made immense 
in the night-light of unique symptoms, presences-symptoms on an area, on an abandoned and forgotten 
plateau are but residue {debris} an hygienic-magical shiver {as if of bones} sandyfroggy brules fence.

Nebula-charakter-hyperthesis
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§ Noise within the Chewy Cosmos and Thingly Time:

Silence is unheard of in the Chewy Cosmos — the raucous, joyous, noise of the possibility of the 
impossible makes the ground tremor with sensual delight, the Earth moves beneficently to embrace 
us within its arms. Though the Chewy Cosmos is predominantly made up of absurd libraries the only 
hushed voices are those of lovers and friends whispering in your ear, we feel their voices more than 
hear their voices as their words drip slowly from their lips, suspended in Thingly Time, and immediately 
solidifying, forming stalactites. We can hear the stalactites grow, they creak and sing a siren’s song 
beckoning stalagmites to grow up and meet them halfway — would you meet me halfway please my 
friend? I can’t move any further… Within the Chewy Cosmos, Thingly Time stutters my voice — I am on 
a feedback loop as the birds chirrup-chirrup from dawn to dusk. There is a clatter that stumbles from the 
mouth of a derelict seaside resort — transcriptions and recordings of disembodied voices are weightier 
than those still present (when the answer cannot be heard and all there is is a pause, a break and then he 
repeats; “it’s a concept… No a Concept… Yes! A Concept… I can’t hear you…” Noise within the Chewy 
Cosmos seems to be 0 = liquidity, or at least the noise has the sad consequence of liquidity, my eyes sting 
with it now (though I can chew on it, it sticks to the back of my throat). There is no attenuation within 
the Chewy Cosmos, no absorption, no scattering of noise — intensity increases with distance. Energy is 
never lost in its entirety — only geometrical effects cause the dissipation of sound but the surfaces of the 
Chewy Cosmos are more altruistic than our own and whatever is given to them is returned seven-fold. 
Immediate noise coexists with the memory of itself and this is what causes the stalagmites.

§ Memory within the Chewy Cosmos and Thingly Time

Memories take the form of noise-memory-stalagmites, growing into a barely distinguishable point from 
a vast sprawling base… If all memory-stalagmites are cherished, nourished and polished in regular 
intervals (traditionally between every seven steps taken forward) then everything will be Chewable, 
everything will be Thingly. No noise-memory-stalagmite is hollow, they are all substantial, though made 
of materials less dense than rock (something much more forgiving, much more nourishing — we can 
chew, suck, nibble at the noise-memory-stalagmites). 

I pick at the noise-memory-stalagmites now like little muse-bouches, little philosophical cocktail 
sausages. Kant in blankets, Nietzsche on bilinis, have we chewed up Heidegger? The thingliness of 
things misses out the what-liness of whatever and the something-liness of something (crescen-doing to 
the something-elsiness of something else) the this-liness of this / the that-liness of that / which-liness of 
which / whom-liness of whom exactly Martin? 

§ Grief and Joy within The Chewy Cosmos and Thingly Time 

As there is no attenuation of noise within the Chewy Cosmos there is likewise no dissipation of grief 
or of joy. Both vibrate exponentially within each other’s embrace. They dance together, they sing 
together and they drink together. Grief-joy and colour do not grow dull, their palettes merge, yes, but 
only to offer more vivid pinks, cooler blues, more luscious greens. Grief-joy are not solitary within the 
Chewy Cosmos — both find their strength, their sustained intensity, from a communal out-pouring, all 
camp together within a Tiger striped beer-hall.

Being that nothing is truly lost within the Chewy Cosmos (all that has happened-still happening — 
could have happened maintaining Thingliness within the archive) there is no need for an afterlife, 
demanding, impertinently as it does, a linear time frame. I am done with angels. 
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There is a gravity within the Chewy Cosmos, a weighty rainbow that would burden anyone foolish 
enough not to ask for help, but that sits, light as a crow’s feather across the shoulders of the many 
— as soft, as comforting, as supportive as that lover’s hand that holds the back of my trembling arm, 
without whom I would never have had the strength to even begin chewing again.

§ Appendix I (Proverbs in the Chewy Cosmos and Thingly Time)

Whatever can go wrong will not go wrong in the Chewy Cosmos

A stitch in Thingly Time will save as many as want to be saved

Two Birds in the hand can break glasshouses

Put all your eggs in one basket and count them as they hatch

Absence makes the hair grow longer

Out of sight, in my every thought.

§ Appendix II (Truth and Honesty in The Chewy Cosmos and Thingly Time)

Yes, I grant you, nothing that you have read in the previous pages has made any sense. The prose has 
been purple and florid, barely held together by a broken and incoherent structure that has left the 
reader (and the author, I assure you) perplexed, frustrated, agitated and at times infuriated. I hope 
never bored though. I hope never bored. 

Loss, loss of a son, loss of a brother, loss of a lover, loss of a friend, will never be a coherent event 
and the consequences of loss will likewise never develop coherence. Time collapses in on itself so that 
everything feels like it is happening backwards / sideways and at the same moment. Space feels like it 
lies the heaviest across your shoulders, the emptier the space the more we are seemingly crushed to 
the ground with its gravity. 

The empty pages with which this publication started have oppressed me with their gravity for months 
now — filling them up with words has been a survival instinct, a desperate burst though an asphyxiating 
climate. The words that you have read have only as their communal anchor the desire to create an 
alternative universe that is a little kinder than the one in which we now grieve.

I wish I had the power to express myself coherently.

I wish these words were not so flawed.

I wish these words had the true power to reconstitute a deeply flawed and grotesquely unfair world.
I wish everything was Chewy, I wish everything was Thingly.

I wish I had not finished writing this on what would have been his 29th birthday.

I wish we had our dear friend back.
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day it was the pinnacle of fashion amongst the bourgeoisie to offer a final course of moulded-jellies or 
blancmanges at the end of a meal. These dishes often took form of other foodstuffs — they might take 
the appearance of a plate asparagus, for instance — since gelatin assumes the shape of its mould. These 
desserts were offered in copious quantities, being both garish and ostentatious in appearance, whilst 
notoriously lacking in flavour. They were culinary blandishments; a veritable bourgeois conceit; mould-
ed forms without qualitative content that reflected other dishes. In fact, if we look at the etymology of 
the blancmange, Terence Scully, a writer on medieval food, suggests that it originates with word bland 
mengier, a ‘bland dish’, with refined and aristocratic connotations. It was considered an easily palatable 
‘sick dish’ that was anodyne and colourless4.  In gelatin we discover a correspondence between the me-
dium of this bland foodstuff and that which Marx is referring to when he attempts to explain in popular 
terms, how, through production, the ‘empty presence of value appears to gain a material filling.’5 In fact, 
Marx is keen to prove that the industrious ‘productive expenditure of human brains, muscles, nerves, 
hands, etc.’6  is reduced down to a mere nothing, a pure medium that reflects only other commodi-
ties; a prismatic abstractum of exchange, congealing and coagulating as capital. Hence, the value-form is 
considered ‘a “halbfeste, zitternde,” that is, a “semisolid, tremulous” comestible mass, inconvertible back 
into the “meat, bone [and] connective tissue” of the various animals used indifferently to produce it.’7  
Value is therefore a gruesome and alienating phantasmagoria in which all commodities, including human 
labour, are reflected. Clearly, this is a heightened metaphor deployed to reveal something almost comi-
cal, yet uniquely horrifying about capital: 

 “This process of the realisation of labour is at the same time the process of its de-realisation.  
 It posits itself objectively, but it posits objectivity as its own non-being [Nichtsein], or as the  
 being of its non-being [das Sein ihres Nichtsein] — the being of capital.” 
 [Marx’s Economic Manuscript of 1861-63]

This is an ontological description of the process by which capital ‘spectralises’ living labour and pre-
serves it as value — much as gelatin preserves and suspends other substances. So our principle ques-
tion with regard to capital is: how does something that is objectively nothing come to develop real 
substance? In his brilliant analysis of Marx’s method Christoper J. Arthur8,  delves into the Hegelian 
underpinning of Marx’s appraisal of capital, explaining that Hegel’s philosophy is a ‘veritable treasure 
trove’ for those that seek to understand Marx’s reliance on the dialectic to track the transitive opera-
tions of the logic of value in motion. Arthur’s study is concerned with the systematic articulation of 
real abstraction; for him, a re-appropriation of the dialectic is essential in order to grasp the full extent 
of the mature Marx’s project. This is not say that Hegel’s philosophy maps exactly onto a ‘pure theory 
of capital’9 , rather that Marx identifies something absolutely metaphysical at the heart of capital, 
something that is already unconsciously present in Hegelian onto-logic. Arthur makes the convincing 
argument for a homology between the self-moving abstractions of Hegel’s Idea — the manner in which 
thought unfolds out of itself and is free to traverse its domain in any infinite direction — and the value 
form in capital (i.e. self-valorising value in motion).  In short, capital is homologous with the Idea that 
manifests itself as an ‘objective ideality’ (gespenstige Gegenständlichkeit). 

4  Terence Scully, The Art of Medieval Cookery, p.281.
5 Christopher J. Arthur , The New Dialectic and Marx’s Capital, p.170.
6 K. Marx, Capital Vol.1, p.134.
7 Keston Sutherland, Marx in Jargon, p. 8. 
8 Christopher J. Arthur, The New Dialectic and Marx’s Capital.
9 Ibid., p. 6.

Marx: Eine Bloße Gellerte
Andrew Osbourne
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At the beginning of Das Kapital Vol. 1 in the first chapter on the commodity, Marx draws a curious anal-
ogy when describing the absence of qualitative use-values in exchange:

 “Betrachten wir nun das Residuum der Arbeitsprodukte. Es ist nichts von ihnen übriggeblieben als  
 dieselbe gespenstige Gegenständlichkeit, eine bloße Gellerte unterschiedsloser menschlicher Arbeit,  
 d.h. der Verausgabung menschlicher Arbeitskraft ohne Rücksicht auf die Form ihrer Verausgabung.

 Let us look at the products of labour. There is nothing left of them in each case, but the same  
 phantom-like objectivity; they are merely congealed quantities of homogenous human labour,  
 i.e. of labour power expended without regard to the form of its expenditure.” 1

Problematically, the above translation does not do justice to Marx’s original prose. The curious meta-
phor ‘eine bloße Gellerte’ carries with it a series of connotations that perhaps eluded the English transla-
tors2.  We could alternately translate this phrase in a number of ways to achieve a more satisfactory 
meaning – a meaning that is not immediately present in Das Kapital, since Marx’s critique is in fact 
immanent to his presentation; the methodology at work here is only revealed in Grundrisse3.  Here we 
might modestly suggest that ‘eine bloße Gellerte’ more literally means a ‘pure jelly’. This reading is borne 
out by Marx’s earlier reference to the ‘residue’ (das Residuum) of the products of labour. Equally, we 
could interpret the phrase as to mean a mere or ‘noumenal gelatin’. And, as we know, gelatin is the 
boiled-down collagen from the joints and skins of animals used to manufacture gelling agents and glue. 
This troublesome translation at first seems trifling, yet, as I hope demonstrate, Marx’s stylistic flourish 
is pregnant with implications. The key to understanding these implications lies in the phrase deployed 
in the first half of the sentence, in the expression ‘phantom-like [or spectral] objectivity’ (gespenstige 
Gegenständlichkeit). This jelly is identified as a spooky and unnatural secretion; a nocturnal ectoplasm 
that is generated ex nihilo. And by analogy, it is the creation of capital, seemingly out of nowhere, that 
principally concerns Marx. How does this empty presence come to acquire a substantial character?
The reference to jelly would have resonated within the mind of a Victorian-era reader, since in Marx’s 

1 Karl Marx, Capital Vol. 1, p.125, Penguin Classics Edition (1990), trans. Ben Fowkes.
2 Keston Sutherland notes: ‘Moore and Aveling translate Marx’s phrase as “human labour in the abstract...a mere congelation of  
homogeneous human labour.” [And] Fowkes writes “human labour in the abstract...merely congealed quantities of homogene- 
ous human labour.’ [Marx in Jargon, p.6] These translations, whilst being technically accurate, have stylistic shortcomings.  
Sutherland’s deconstruction of the gap between the original meaning and subsequent translations is eminently useful. His essay is  
particularly good at drawing-out the horrifying implications of the reduction of labour to a socially mediatory gelantinous mass. 
3 Robert J. Antonio explains the ramifications of ignoring Marx’s method in his essay Immanent Critique as the Core of Critical  
Theory: Its Origins and Developments in Hegel, Marx and Contemporary Thought (1981). He remarks on the bureaucratic for- 
malism of Marxist-Leninism that, by eliding Marx’s methodology, reduces his critique to an ahistoric ideology.
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When it comes to the peculiar commodity of labour Arthur is keen to claim — against Ernest Man-
del — that labour is not value. The commodity form exists at a level of abstraction and therefore can 
convey content other than products. Therefore, non-products such as labour can be inscribed within 
the commodity form; abstract, empty and congealed labour, devoid of all content. The claim that 
labour is explicitly non-value allows Arthur to uphold the fundamental contradiction between capital 
and labour, contrary to those that claim that labour is value15.  Arthur sees the commodity form as an 
‘alien imposition on labour’, through which unnatural value ‘clings, vampire-like, to labour and feeds off 
it’16.  Accordingly, for the purposes of Marx’s exposition, it is important to begin with the commodity, 
since the scope of the commodity form allows us to understand how non-values such as labour can be 
inscribed within the commodity, allowing him to then develop the all-important labour theory of value. 
In summary:
 
 “[E]xchange brings about a sui generis form without any content, because all use value is 
 absented, not merely all determinate utility, but the category itself. It is presupposed to ex 
 change and actualized after exchange but simply not present in exchange.”17

We could formulate this with the simple diagram below:18  
       
   use      g   exchange   g    use
                                   (present)        (absent)        (present)

Exchange is said to ‘bring about a sui generis form’ since the operation that asserts that all commodities 
are identical as exchangeables hypostasises the correlate of exchange as an ‘imputed universal.’ In ef-
fect, exchange dissolves any genre of commodity, ‘declar[ing] all commodities identical as “values”’:

 “Only the very fact of being exchanged unites the commodities generically. Since the range of  
 exchangeables is unlimited, to characterize anything thus is not to pick out something as  
 belonging to the nature of the object but a reference to the operation on it.”19 

Here it is the operation of classifying incommensurable commodities as exchangeables that reflects 
itself back into those commodities, so that value appears in them ‘fetishistically as an inherent power’. 
The consequence of this has a profound effect when it comes to the commodity of money, which is 
really an ersatz medium of convenience that stands in the place of commodities; the aforementioned 
hypostatisation of the correlate of exchange. It provides genre in the place of the genre-less. 

15 Karl Marx, Grundrisse, p. 296. Marx insists that labour exists as ‘not-value, and hence purely objective use-value’. This is con- 
trary to Ernest Mandel who explicitly states that: “For Marx, labour is value”. If labour corresponds with value then it becomes  
difficult to explain how ‘[l]abour without specificity confronts capital’. 
16 Here we might usefully compare capital to a parasitic tick that dissolves the tissues of its living host, inflating the virtual sur 
face of its own hypertrophic digestive sac to impossible proportions. If value represents pure potential in the Delueze-Guatarrian  
sense, we might regard capitalism as a monstrous Body-without-Organs.
17 Christopher J. Arthur , The New Dialectic and Marx’s Capital, p. 158.
18 Arthur uses a more complicated form of this diagram to demonstrate the ideological reversal by which the ideality of the value- 
form comes to be grounded in production. This diagram is a skeletal version of Marx’s famous M-C-M’ and C-M-C circuits of  
capitalism. 
19 Christopher J. Arthur , The New Dialectic and Marx’s Capital, p. 158.
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This becoming of the spectre of value receives close attention in Christopher J. Arthur’s New Dialectic 
and Marx’s Capital. In a pivotal chapter entitled ‘The Spectre of Capital’ — in which he admits he flirts 
with the syntax of Derrida’s now famous text on Marx — he investigates the sheer metaphysical ‘void’ 
at the heart of capital10.  He claims that exchange immediately distances and absents all use value; not 
a destructive negation, but an extinguishing of qualitative traits. Value displaces the natural substance 
of the commodity and replaces it with something that is supersensuous. This effects an ‘ontological 
inversion’ by which exchange-value absents use-value, eventually achieving the presence of real being. 
In turn, this explains the camera obscura of bourgeois ideology that inverts our world-image. However, 
this empty presence is entirely spectral:
 
“This value emerges from the void of as a ‘spectre’ that haunts the ‘real world’ of capitalist com  
modity production.”11 

This spectral Geist (or the world historical automatic-Subject of capital)12 comes to prefect its he-
gemony over the material world; as Derrida accurately noted, in neo-liberal capitalism we see the 
relisation of the ‘plentitude of the Idea’ (i.e. the absolute dominion of Nothing over real Being). Here 
we can detect the ontological dialectic of Being and Nothing that lies at the heart of the value form; the 
consubstatiation of use and exchange contained in every commodity. And whereas heterogenous uses 
are qualitively specific to each particular commodity, exchange value is capitalistically produced as a 
quantitative substance, general in character. Therein lies a contradictory tension between quantity and 
quality. Therefore, commodity exchange is the crux of the peculiar character of capital and how value 
comes to be considered substantial (Stofflich), when it in fact has no real material being. Value posits 
itself as a socially mediating gelatin and money becomes an ersatz medium that holds the place of the 
sensual commodity. To attribute substance to value is obviously problematic, since value cannot be said 
to inhere in the commodity (‘not an atom of matter enters into it’)13. Yet, therein lies the kernel of that 
which concerns Marx: 

 “A commodity appears at first sight an extremely obvious, trivial thing. But its analysis brings  
 out that it is a very strange thing, abounding in metaphysical subtleties and theological nice 
 ties.”14 

Here the sensuous commodity that we encounter in daylight reality harbours a supersensuous noctur-
nal secret. 

10 Jacques Derrida, Specters of Marx (1994). Arthur is keen to stress that Derrida ‘vastly overgeneralizes the purchase of haunto- 
ogy’. Arthur is much more precise in locating it as a specific ontological function within capitalist exchange. 
11 Christopher J. Arthur, New Dialectic and Marx’s Capital, p. 154.
12 Marx frequently uses the terms Stoff (substance) or Stofflich (substantial) to refer the substance of value. Interestingly, Stoff  
also translates as ‘agent’, which conveniently relates it back to Marx’s metaphor of the glue-like gel of value, a form that comes  
to acquire self-agency. Capital is a form of pure potential to do ‘stuff’, a monetary mass which allows it to take possession of ‘its’  
subjects for ‘its’ purposes. 
13 Karl Marx, Capital Vol. 1, p.128: “As use-values commodities differ above all in quality, while as exchange values they can only  
differ in quantities, and therefore do not contain an atom of use-value”. 
14 Ibid., p. 133.
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Arthur’s referencing of Hegelian philosophy is particularly illuminating here, since value, although 
posited as real Being, is yet ungrounded. He states that Nothing and Being are sheer immediacies, as in 
Hegel’s onto-logic, and as such are indeterminate from each other, requiring a further synthetic mani-
fold stabilize their indistinguishability. This becoming — the spatio-temporal being-there of the spectre 
— must retrospectively legitimate the capricious indeterminancy of the categories Being and Noth-
ing. This operation would give the terms stability, since there is a ‘wavering of value between absence 
and presence.’20  In capitalism it is production that is analogous to Hegelian becoming.  By sinking into 
production, the value form is able to sufficiently ground itself and what was semblance comes to have 
objective reality. That is to say, that the ideality of the spirit becomes the embodied spectre; much like 
a ghost in a suit of armour that ‘stalks amongst us’ and ventriloquises us as its agents:21 
 
 “The spectre interpellates all commodities as its avatars, an uncanny identity of discernibles, a  
 spectral phenomenology.”22 

However, Arthur stresses that whilst Marx employs Hegel’s onto-logic, his starting point is not the 
same.  Hegel’s ‘option for the positive’ strongly prioritises vitalist Being as the beginning, favouring the 
upward movement of the spiral of spatial-temporal becoming (Dasein). He could have easily traveled 
in the opposite direction towards non-being, as Marx does. Instead, the Hegel favours a completable 
Whole, since philosophical truth must a whole not a part: 
 
 “[…] if we deconstruct Hegel’s dialectic, a certain ‘prejudice-for-truth’ is revealed. Occluded 
 is another possibility: a world of falsity, where everything is inverted. This would be a ‘down 
 ward’ spiral, the concretization of nothingness, the apotheosis of the false, insofar as ‘Being’  
 is denied, and demoted to the other of ‘Nothing’. No doubt such a hellish dialectic, in which,  
 contrary to the vision of the ‘whole as the true’, the whole is false could not occur to Hegel.  
 But this is precisely the case in capitalism…”23  

In contrast, capitalism’s negative teleology is based on this ‘hellish’ downward spiral that concretizes 
itself in a reflected upward spiral, a reification of its spectral ‘Being’. These realized manifestations 
qualify the Nothing, ‘building-up the shadow world of nothingness’. That is to say, that the abstraction 
of nothing (ideality) comes to create the world in its own image. 

Accordingly, if the ideality of value, represented by money, is an ersatz medium of convenience, then 
this medium is not a jelly we consume, but more sinisterly, a jelly that we produce and in turn, con-
sumes us. In fact, in order to gain auto-sufficiency it is must dissolve productive living labour and con-
sume the bodies of those it enslaves. Therefore, what is living is suspended in aspic, whereas morbid 
ideality is ‘liberated’ as an amorphous all-consuming mass.

20 Ibid., p. 163.
21 Karl Marx, Grundrisse, p. 149. Aphorism: “Money is the representative of all values; in practice this situation is inverted, and 
all products and labours become the representatives of money”. 
22 Ibid., pp. 167-8. 
23 Christopher J. Arthur , The New Dialectic and Marx’s Capital, p. 165. 
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